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I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we study the renormalization of fermion bilinears O Γ =ψΓψ on the lattice, where Γ = 1 1, γ 5 , γ µ , γ 5 γ µ , γ 5 σ µ ν (σ µν = [γ µ , γ ν ]/2i). We consider flavor singlet ( fψ f Γψ f , f: flavor index) as well as nonsinglet (ψ f1 Γψ f2 , f 1 = f 2 ) operators, to two loops in perturbation theory. More specifically, we compute the difference between the renormalization functions of singlet and nonsinglet operators. Our calculations were performed making use of a large family of lattice actions, including Symanzik improved gluons, Wilson and staggered fermions with stout links, and clover fermions; twisted mass actions (with Iwasaki or tree-level Symanzik gluons) and the SLiNC action are members of this family. This work is a continuation to our conference paper [1] , in which we presented our perturbative results using Wilson/clover fermions.
The most demanding part of this study is the computation of the 2-point Green's functions of O Γ , up to two loops. From these Green's functions we extract the renormalization functions for O Γ : Z L,Y Γ (L: lattice regularization, Y (= RI ′ , M S): renormalization schemes). As a check on our results, we have computed them in an arbitrary covariant gauge. Our expressions can be generalized, in a straightforward manner, to fermionic fields in an arbitrary representation.
Flavor singlet operators are relevant for a number of hadronic properties including, e.g., topological features or the spin structure of hadrons. Matrix elements of such operators are notoriously difficult to study via numerical simulations, due to the presence of (fermion line) disconnected diagrams, which in principle require evaluation of the full fermion propagator. In recent years there has been some progress in the numerical study of flavor singlet operators; furthermore, for some of them, a nonperturbative estimate of their renormalization has been obtained using the Feynman-Hellmann relation [2] . Perturbation theory can give an important cross check for these estimates, and provide a prototype for other operators which are more difficult to renormalize nonperturbatively.
Given that for the renormalization of flavor nonsinglet operators one can obtain quite accurate nonperturbative estimates, we will focus on the perturbative evaluation of the difference between the flavor singlet and nonsinglet renormalization; this difference first shows up at two loops.
Perturbative computations beyond one loop for Green's functions with nonzero external momenta are technically quite involved, and their complication is greatly increased when improved gluon and fermion actions are employed. For fermion bilinear operators, the only two-loop computations in standard perturbation theory thus far have been performed by our group [3, 4] , employing Wilson gluons and Wilson/clover fermions. Similar investigations have been carried out in the context of stochastic perturbation theory [5] .
Staggered fermions entail additional complications as compared to Wilson fermions. In particular, the fact that fermion degrees of freedom are distributed over neighbouring lattice points requires the introduction of link variables in the definition of gauge invariant fermion bilinears, with a corresponding increase in the number of Feynman diagrams. In addition, the appearance of 16 (rather than 1) poles in the fermion propagator leads to a rather intricate structure of divergent contributions in two-loop diagrams.
A novel aspect of the calculations is that the gluon links, which appear both in the staggered fermion action and in the definition of the bilinear operators in the staggered basis, are improved by applying a stout smearing procedure up to two times, iteratively. Compared to most other improved formulations of staggered fermions, the stout smearing action leads to smaller taste violating effects [6] [7] [8] . Application of stout improvement on staggered fermions thus far has been explored, by our group, only to one-loop computations [9] ; a two-loop computation had never been investigated before.
Further composite fermion operators of interest, to which one can apply our perturbative techniques, are higher dimension bilinears such as:ψΓ D µ ψ (appearing in hadron structure functions) and four-fermion operators such as: (s Γ 1 d) (s Γ 2 d) (appearing in ∆S = 2 transitions, etc.); in these cases, complications such as operator mixing greatly hinder nonperturbative methods of renormalization, making a perturbative approach all that more essential.
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II presents a brief theoretical background in which we introduce the formulation of the actions and of the operators which we employ, as well as all necessary definitions of renormalization schemes and of the quantities to compute. Section III contains the calculational procedure and the results which are obtained. In Section IV we discuss our results and we plot several graphs for certain values of free parameters, like the stout and clover coefficients. Finally, we conclude with possible future extensions of our work. For completeness, we have included two Appendices containing: A: the formulation of the fermion action and the bilinear operators in the staggered basis, along with a compendium of useful relations and B: evaluation of a basis of nontrivial divergent two-loop Feynman diagrams, which appeared in our calculation in the staggered formalism.
II. FORMULATION

A. Lattice actions
In our calculation we made use of two totally different formulations of the fermion action on the lattice: Wilson and staggered formulation. In the Wilson formulation, we used the SLiNC fermion action [10] , i.e., we introduced stout gluon links in the standard Wilson action and also we added the clover term. In standard notation, it reads:
as RI ′ and M S, in which renormalized masses vanish. The quantities U µ (x), appearing above, are stout gluon links, defined as [11] :
where
V µ (x) represents the sum over all staples associated with the link U µ (x) and N c is the number of colors. Following common practice, we henceforth set the Wilson parameter r equal to 1. Both the stout coefficient ω and the clover coefficient c SW will be treated as free parameters, for wider applicability of the results.
In the staggered formulation of fermion action, we introduced "doubly" stout gluon links in the naive staggered action. In standard notation, it reads:
where χ(x) is a one-component fermion field, and η µ (x) = (−1) ν<µ nν [x = (a n 1 , a n 2 , a n 3 , a n 4 ), n i ǫ Z ]. Just as in the case of Wilson fermions, the mass term will be irrelevant, since we will apply mass-independent renormalization schemes. In Appendix A we remind the reader of the relation between the staggered field χ(x) and the standard fermion field ψ(x). The gluon links U µ (x), appearing above, are doubly stout links, defined as:
where U µ (x) is the singly stout link, defined in Eq. (4) and Q µ (x) is defined as in Eq.(5), but using U µ as links (also in the construction of V µ ). To obtain results that are as general as possible, we use different stout parameters, ω, in the first (ω 1 ) and the second (ω 2 ) smearing iteration.
For gluons, we employ a Symanzik improved action, of the form [12] : (see Fig. 1 ). The Symanzik coefficients c i satisfy the following normalization condition:
The algebraic part of our computation was carried out for generic values of c i ; for the numerical integration over loop momenta we selected a number of commonly used sets of values, some of which are shown in Table I In the staggered formalism a physical fermion field ψ(x) has "taste" components, besides Dirac components (see Appendix A). Hence, the fermion bilinear operators, written in terms of fermion fields with taste ψ α,t (x) (α: Dirac index, t: taste index), have the following form:
where Γ and ξ are arbitrary 4 × 4 matrices acting on the Dirac and taste indices of ψ α,t (x), respectively. After transforming to the staggered basis, the operator O Γ,ξ can be written as [13] :
where χ(y) C ≡ χ(y + aC)/4 [y denotes the position of a hypercube inside the lattice (y µ ∈ 2Z), C denotes the position of a fermion field component within a specific hypercube (C µ ∈ {0, 1})] and γ C = γ
. In order to ensure the gauge invariance of the above operators, one inserts the quantity U C,D , which is the average of products of gauge link variables along all possible shortest paths connecting the sites y + C and y + D. In this work we focus on taste-singlet operators, thus ξ = 1 1. Explicitly, the taste-singlet bilinear operators can be written as:
where S(Scalar), P(Pseudoscalar), V(Vector), A(Axial Vector), T(Tensor) correspond to: 
Renormalization functions of such lattice operators are necessary ingredients in the prediction of physical probability amplitudes from lattice matrix elements. In order to calculate the renormalization functions Z Γ , it is essential to compute the 2-point amputated Green's functions of the operators O Γ• ; they can be written in the following form:
where Σ
(1)
The RI ′ renormalization scheme is defined by imposing renormalization conditions on matrix elements at a scalē µ. The renormalization condition giving Z
where Z ψ is the renormalization function for the fermion field (ψ = Z The RI ′ renormalization prescription, as given above, does not involve Σ
Γ ; nevertheless, renormalizability of the theory implies that Z L,RI ′ Γ will render the entire Green's function finite. An alternative prescription, more appropriate for nonperturbative renormalization, is:
where a summation over repeated indices µ and ν is understood. This scheme has the advantage of taking into account the whole bare Green's function and therefore is useful for numerical simulations where the arithmetic data for Σ Γ cannot be separated into two different structures. The two prescriptions differ between themselves (for V, A, T) by a finite amount which can be deduced from lower loop calculations combined with continuum results.
Conversion of renormalization functions from RI ′ to the M S scheme is facilitated by the fact that renormalized Green's functions are regularization independent; thus the finite conversion factors:
(DR: Dimensional Regularization, α: gauge parameter) can be evaluated in DR, leading to Z
. For the Pseudoscalar and Axial Vector operators, in order to satisfy Ward identities, additional finite factors Z P 5 (g) and Z A 5 (g), calculable in DR, are required:
These factors are gauge independent; we also note that the value of Z , calculated in Ref. [14] , are:
and N f is the number of flavors.
III. COMPUTATION AND RESULTS
In the previous Section, the calculation setup was presented in rather general terms. Here we focus on the twoloop difference between flavor singlet and nonsinglet operator renormalization. Given that this difference first arises at two loops, we only need the tree-level values of Z ψ , Z g and of the conversion factors C Γ , Z
. Since C Γ = 1, the difference up to two loops will not depend on the renormalization scheme. In addition, for our computations we will use mass-independent renormalization schemes; this means that the renormalized mass of quarks will be taken to be zero. For Wilson fermions, a zero renormalized mass entails a nonzero, O(g 
A. Results from the Wilson formulation of the fermion action
At first, we present the computational procedure and results for the above difference using the Wilson formulation of the fermion action (Eq. 1). There are 5 two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to this difference in the evaluation of the Green's functions (Eqs. 19 -23) , shown in Fig. 2 . They all contain an operator insertion inside a closed fermion loop, and therefore vanish in the flavor nonsinglet case. Note that only diagrams 4 and 5 appear in the continuum. In order to simplify our calculations of Z Γ , we worked with x O Γ (x) so that no momentum enters the diagrams at the operator insertion point.
The above diagrams, evaluated individually, may be IR divergent, due to the presence of two-gluon propagators with the same momentum. Comparing to our previous evaluation of these diagrams with Wilson gluons and clover fermions [3, 4] , we will find neither any new superficial divergences (ln 2 (a 2μ2 ) terms) nor any new subdivergences (ln(a 2μ2 ) terms). However, the presence of stout links and Symanzik gluons leads to considerably longer expressions for the vertices. Also, the gluon propagator must now be inverted numerically for every choice of values for the Symanzik coefficients and for each value of the loop momentum 4-vector; an inversion in closed form exists, but it is not efficient.
The contribution of these diagrams to Z P , Z V , Z T vanishes identically just as in continuum regularizations. Therefore, only Z S and Z A are affected. For the Scalar operator, our result can be written in the following form: Table II for the Wilson, TL Symanzik and Iwasaki gluon actions. The errors quoted stem from extrapolation of the results of numerical integration over loop momenta for different lattice sizes. The extrapolation methods that we used are described in Ref. [15] . The computation was performed in a general covariant gauge, confirming that the result is gauge independent, as it should be in M S. We note from Eq. (31) that even single logarithms are absent, and thus the result is scale independent; this is consistent with the fact that the corresponding difference for the Scalar operator in dimensional regularization is absent. For the Axial Vector operator we find: 
By analogy with the scalar case, the computation was performed in a general gauge and the numerical constants a ij are tabulated in Table II . We note that the result for the Axial Vector operator has a scale dependence; this is related to the axial anomaly.
Finally, the presence of a term of the form γ 5 q µ q/q 2 in the Green's function of the Axial Vector operator (Eq. 22) implies that, in the alternative RI ′ scheme mentioned in Section II C, the above result is modified by a finite term, as below:
Results from the staggered formulation of the fermion action
In this subsection, we present the computational procedure and results using the staggered formulation of the fermion action (Eq. 6). In this case, there are some additional vertices with gluon lines stemming from the definition of bilinear operators (from the product U C,D in Eq. 11). As a result, there are 5 more Feynman diagrams, besides the 5 diagrams in Fig. 2 , that enter our two-loop calculation. The extra diagrams involve operator vertices (the cross in the diagram) with up to two gluons. The above diagrams are more complicated than the corresponding diagrams in the Wilson case. One reason for this is the appearance of divergences in nontrivial corners of the Brillouin zone. Also, the presence of operator vertices with gluon lines, besides increasing the number of diagrams, gives terms with unusual offsets in momentum conservation delta functions (e.g., δ (4) 2π (p 1 + p 2 + πμ)); it turns out that these terms vanish in the final expression of each diagram. In addition, the two (rather than one) smearing steps of gluon links in the fermion action, as well as in the operators, lead to extremely lengthy vertices; the lengthiest cases which appeared in our computation are the operator vertices with two gluons (∼ 800000 terms for the Axial Vector). Since these vertices appear only with their fermion lines contracted among themselves (diagrams: 4 and 10), we do not need to compute them as individual objects; we have used this fact in order to simplify the expression for diagrams 4 and 10.
Another important issue for the above diagrams is exploiting the underlying symmetries. For example in the Wilson case, the denominator of the fermion propagator satisfies the symmetry p µ → −p µ , ∀µ; in the staggered case there is another symmetry: p µ → p µ + πν, where µ, ν can be in the same or in different directions. This is a consequence of the semi-periodicity of the function sin 2 (p µ ), which appears in the denominator of the staggered propagator (rather than sin 2 (p µ /2)). These symmetries help us to reduce the number of terms in the diagrams, eliminating odd integrands.
As in the Wilson case, the contribution of the diagrams in Fig. 3 to Z P , Z V , Z T vanishes. Furthermore, in contrast to the Wilson case, Z S also receives a vanishing contribution. The closed fermion loop of the diagrams which contribute to Z S , Z P , Z T , gives an odd number of exponentials of the inner momentum; this leads to odd integrands, which equal zero, due to the symmetry of the staggered propagator mentioned above. So, for the cases of Z S , Z P , Z T , the contribution vanishes diagram by diagram. Conversely, for the case of Z V , each diagram vanishes when we add its symmetric diagram (diagrams 6+7, 8+9). Therefore, only Z A is affected. In particular, only diagrams 6 -9 contribute to Z A ; the remaining diagrams vanish. Then, for the Axial Vector operator, our result can be written in the following form:
The computation was performed in a general gauge and the numerical constants α i are tabulated in Table III . The computation with staggered fermions gives rise to some nontrivial divergent integrals, which cannot be present in the Wilson formulation due to the different pole structure of the fermion propagator. In Appendix B, we provide a brief description of the manipulations performed to evaluate such divergent terms. We note that the result for the Axial Vector operator, as we expected, has the same divergent behaviour just as in the Wilson case and in the continuum, i.e. 6 ln(a 2μ2 ). As was expected, this logarithmic divergence originates in diagrams 6 and 7, which are the only ones present in the continuum. Also, in the alternative RI ′ scheme we must add the same finite term, g (10) 1180684 (4) 389979 (1) α28 -614791. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The numerical value of the difference between singlet and nonsinglet renormalization functions can be very significant, depending on the values of the parameters employed in the action. In order to assess the importance of this difference, we present here several graphs of the results for certain values of c i , c SW and ω for the Wilson case and c i , ω A1 , ω A2 , ω O1 and ω O2 for the staggered case.
In Figs. (4 -5) we illustrate our results from the Wilson formulation by selecting values for parameters c SW and ω. We compute the contribution to ζ, defined through:
using different gluon actions: Wilson, tree-level Symanzik, Iwasaki, DBW2. We notice that the Iwasaki and DBW2 actions exhibit a milder dependence altogether on c SW and ω. Certain values of c SW and ω lead to almost vanishing contributions to ζ in the Scalar case (and less so in the Axial Vector case) for all gluon actions considered (see right panels of Fig. 4) .
In , for Scalar Γ = S (top panels) and Axial Vector Γ = A (bottom panels), as a function of ω, for cSW = 0 (left panels) and cSW = 1 (right panels). In the staggered formulation, we note that the result (34) is symmetric under the exchange of ω A s as well as under the exchange of ω O s. This fact is consistent with the requirement that the results for (ω O1 = 0, ω O2 = ω) and (ω O1 = ω, ω O2 = 0) should coincide, since they both correspond to a single smearing step; similarly for the coefficients ω A1 and ω A2 . These properties provide nontrivial consistency checks of our computation.
In Fig. 8 we present 2D graphs of our results by selecting the following parameter values: 
FIG. 8: Plots of
, as a function of ω for the parameter values: upper left:
In Figs. (9 -11) we present 3D graphs of our results by selecting the following parameter values: Fig. 9 : ω A1 , ω A2 : free parameters and ω O1 = ω O2 = 0 (No smearing procedure in the links of operators) Fig. 10 : ω A1 , ω O1 : free parameters and ω A2 = ω O2 = 0 (One smearing step in the links of fermion action and operators) Fig. 11 : ω A1 = ω A2 , ω O1 = ω O2 . Just as in 2D graphs, the vertical axis of theses plots corresponds to Z diff. A forμ = 1/a. We notice again that the plots for the Iwasaki action are flatter than the remaining actions. Also, from the first trio of graphs (Fig. 9) , we notice that there is only one minimum, on the 45
• axis. Therefore, the two smearing steps of the fermion action give better results than only one smearing step. Also, in Fig. 10 , as well as in Fig. 11 , we observe that the stout smearing of the action is more effective in minimizing Z diff. A than the stout smearing of operators.
FIG. 9: Plots of
, as a function of ωA 1 and ωA 2 for ωO 1 = ωO 2 = 0 (upper left: Wilson action, upper right: TL Symanzik action, lower: Iwasaki action).
FIG. 10: Plots of
, as a function of ωA 1 and ωO 1 for ωA 2 = ωO 2 = 0 (upper left: Wilson action, upper right: TL Symanzik action, lower: Iwasaki action).
, as a function of ωA 1 and ωO 1 for ωA 2 = ωA 1 and Further extensions of the present work include the application to other actions currently used in numerical simulations, including actions with more steps of stout smearing. In these cases, additional contributions to the renormalization functions are more convergent, and thus their perturbative treatment is simpler; nevertheless, the sheer size of the vertices (already with 2 stout-smearing steps we have encountered ∼ 10 6 terms) renders the computation quite cumbersome. Another possible extension of this work regards several variants of staggered fermion action (e.g., HYP smearing [17] , HEX smearing [18] , Asqtad [19] ). Finally, extended versions ofψΓψ may be studied; in this case the Feynman diagrams of the Fig. 3 will apply also to Wilson fermions and loop integrands will typically contain a plethora of new terms, which however will be convergent.
In this appendix we present the derivation of the staggered fermion action and the definition of fermion bilinear operators in the staggered formulation. We start from the naive fermion action:
where the covariant derivative D µ is defined as follows:
The above naive action presents the well-known doubling problem. The standard passage to the staggered action entails the following change of basis:
, x = (a n 1 , a n 2 , a n 3 , a n 4 ), n i ǫ Z
Using the equalities
the lattice fermion action takes the form:
The absence of Dirac indices in the action leads to the assigning of a single fermion field component to each lattice site. Hence, the action contains only four rather than sixteen fermion doublers, which are called "tastes".
In the staggered formalism a physical fermion field ψ(x) with taste components is defined as a linear combination of the single-component fermion fields χ(x) that live on the corners of 4-dimensional elementary hypercubes of the lattice. In standard notation:
where χ(y) C ≡ χ(y +aC)/4, y denotes the position of a hypercube inside the lattice (y µ ∈ 2Z), C denotes the position of a fermion field component within a specific hypercube (C µ ∈ {0, 1}),
µ , α is a Dirac index and t is a taste index. In terms of fermion fields with taste components one can now define fermion bilinear operators as in Eq. (10): O Γ,ξ =ψ(x) (Γ ⊗ ξ) ψ(x). Transforming to the staggered basis via Eq. (A6), we extract Eqs. (11 -12) . Using the relations γ µ γ C = η µ (C)γ C+μ and tr (γ † C γ D ) = 4δ C,D , we calculate the quantity Γ ⊗ 1 1 CD for each operator Γ:
where a+ 2 b ≡ (a+ b) mod 2. Now, the operators can be written as in Eqs. (13 -17) , where the Scalar, Vector, Tensor, Axial Vector and Pseudoscalar operators contain the average of products of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 gluon links, respectively. For example, the average entering the tensor operator of Eq. (16) is:
, and takes a similar form for all other cases.)
Another aspect of the staggered formalism is the representation of the action as well as the representation of the bilinears in momentum space. In order to do this, we use some useful relations, such as the following equivalent expression of η µ (x):
Also, the summation over the position of O Γ , followed by Fourier transformation leads to expressions of the form:
where δ
2π (k) stands for the standard periodic δ-function with nonvanishing support at k mod2π = 0. In addition, the summation over the index D in the definition of O Γ , after Fourier transformation, may give expressions such as:
where E = (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , E 4 ), E µ ∈ {0, 1}. Furthermore, expressions like e ik(D+ 2μ )a (for Vector and similar expressions for all other operators), which arise through Fourier transformations of the fermion and the antifermion fields, can be written in the following useful form:
Finally, since contributions to the continuum limit come from the neighbourhood of each of the 16 poles of the external momenta q, at q µ = (π/a)C µ , it is useful to define q ′ µ and C µ through
where the "small" (physical) part q ′ has each of its components restricted to one half of the Brillouin zone: −π/(2a) ≤ q ′ µ ≤ π/(2a). Thus, conservation of external momenta takes the form:
where we omit the double prime from p. The above integrals are similar to standard divergent integrals, computed in Ref. [20] . The only difference is the presence of a factor of 2 in the denominators, i.e. 1/( p + 2k) 2 . This can be treated via subtraction methods. We define:
where the values of the numerical constants P 1 and P 2 are noted in Ref. [20] . A as (k) and B ρσ (2k) are asymptotic values of A(k) and B ρσ (2k), respectively:
The first two integrals I 1µν and I 2µν contain the quantity A(2k) and the remaining two integrals I 3µνρσ and I 4µνρσ the quantity B ρσ (2k). We apply the following subtractions:
Integrals I 1µν and I 2µν separate into 3 sub-integrals. The first sub-integral with the quantity A(k) is already computed in Ref. [20] (for I 1µν ) or can be converted into standard divergent integrals of Ref. [20] using integration by parts (for I 2µν ). The second sub-integral with the quantity [A as (2k) − A as (k)] = − ln 4/(4π) 2 is a one loop divergent integral computed in Ref. [20] or [21] . The third sub-integral with the quantity [
is convergent and so we can integrate it numerically for a → 0 (In particular, it gives zero for I 2µν ). Also, integrals I 3µνρσ and I 4µνρσ separate into 2 sub-integrals. The first sub-integral with the quantity B ρσ (2k) gives expressions which can be converted into standard integrals of Refs. [20] [21] [22] [23] or into the above I 1µν , I 2µν integrals. The second sub-integral with the quantity [B ρσ (2k) − B ρσ (2k)] = O(k 2 ) is convergent and so we can integrate it numerically for a → 0 (In particular, it gives zero for I 4µνρσ ). Therefore, according to the above manipulations, the final expressions for the four integrals are given by:
where P 1 , P 2 , X 2 are given in Ref. [20] and G 1 − G 4 are given below:
is renormalization scheme independent for all operators Γ, except for the axial vector case. There are two factors contributing to this scheme dependence: On one hand, the conversion factor Z A 5 between RI ′ and M S differs for the singlet and nonsinglet operators (see Eqs. 27,29,30); on the other hand, non-identical contributions of the form γ 5 q µ / q/q 2 in the Green's functions for the singlet and nonsinglet axial vector operators lead to a nontrivial conversion between the RI ′ and RI ′ -alternative schemes, as shown in Eq. (33). In order to clarify scheme dependence, we list below all relevant conversion factors relating the RI ′ , RI ′ -alternative and M S schemes. Given that the conversion factors are regularization independent, the renormalization functions Z Γ appearing below may be evaluated in any regularization scheme. 
The renormalized coupling constant in the RI ′ scheme, g RI ′ , is conventionally taken to have the same value as in the M S scheme, g MS . 
